FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION FOR
APPROVED NON-WAKE FOREST PROGRAMS OF STUDY ABROAD

A student’s enrollment in a program of study abroad approved for credit by Wake Forest University School of Law may be considered enrollment at Wake Forest Law School for the purpose of applying for aid under both Wake Forest and the federal Title IV Higher Education Act aid programs. However, aid packages originally developed for semesters at Law School are not applicable to semesters elsewhere. When notified of a student’s study abroad plans, the Law School Office of Financial Aid must first secure the following items, prior to determining eligibility for aid during the program of study abroad:

(a) program and specific coursework approval from the Dean of Academic Affairs; (b) official program “cost of attendance” estimates from the approved program; and (c) a signed financial aid consortium or contractual agreement from the approved program. After these items are received and reviewed, the Law School Office of Financial Aid will certify loan requests.

Students interested in studying abroad through another program should contact the Law School Office of Financial Aid.

The Dean of Academic Affair’s approval signifies that the program is acceptable to Wake Forest Law School faculty.

The consortium or contractual agreement outlines various responsibilities between Wake Forest and the approved program, to ensure compliance with Wake Forest, and federal aid policies.

Aid packages for approved programs of study abroad often differ significantly from aid packages for a semester at the law school.

Students are required to notify the Office of Student Financial Aid at Wake Forest if they receive any aid from the approved program or other sources; all aid must be coordinated as to comply with Wake Forest, and federal aid policies.

Academic year scholarships may not be used for study abroad. Additional scholarships are not available.

Aid is generally not available in advance to pay for deposits or airfare, but is applied to the student account at Wake Forest at the beginning of the semester.